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Included here are relevant articles that have been published on the ACUSON AcuNav Volume ICE catheter, highlighting the benefits during various structural heart disease procedures.
When lives are at stake, you take command

Now you can see more of what you want, when you want. The next level of visualization puts you in command.

ACUSON AcuNav Volume ICE Catheter
This is command, in your hands

Comprehensive visualization
See full details of the heart in dynamic, 4D motion even while imaging patients in arrhythmias. Comprehensive, instant visualization enables more precise navigation, guidance, and measurement.¹

Clear line of sight
Achieve direct imaging of the tricuspid valve. A clear line of sight reduces shadowing and bypasses anatomical obstructions that can make imaging uncertain.²

Confident operation
Take charge of image guidance. Confident operational control is in your hands with simultaneous tablesde command of the ultrasound system and the catheter, which can be controlled with one hand.

Consistent, reliable data
Get accurate LAAC measurements from a single view.³ Consistent, reliable data give you confidence to confirm PASS criteria.

Conscious sedation
Freedom to use conscious sedation means not compromising safety for optimal outcomes.

¹ Compared with 2D ICE.
² Compared with TEE.
³ Accurate compared to 2D ICE, where you can ensure that you’re measuring in the orthogonal plane with reference plane manipulation compared to 2D ICE and TEE catheter manipulations.
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